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ABSTRAcr 

Possible hadron and photon experiments at 20 TeV ~tationary-target proton acce
lerator have been considered in order to see typical limitations and possibili
ties of the experiments in this new energy domain. 

1. INTRODVCTION 

The aim of our study is to analyze typical hadron and photon experiments which could 

be performed at the stationary-target Very Big Accelerator (VBA) with proton beam energy of 

20 TeV. We have covered the following experimental topics: 

- "standard" hadronic experiments,� 

- hadroproduction of particles with new flavours,� 

- muon pair production,� 

- high-PT experiments,� 

- experiments with hyperons and� 

- photon-beam experiments.� 

Our approach in this study was the following: 

i) we tried to define the experimental limitations, as well as new possibilities, on the 

basis of the present-day knowledge and experiments) 

ii) for our selected topics, we made a kind of preliminary design of the experimental set

ups in order to see what do experiments look like; 

iii) besides, we compared the possibilities of the experiments at VBA with those of the pp, 

pp, ep and e+e--colliders, that might exist by this time (1999). 

Before starting the discussion of actual VBA experiments we would like to remind the 

reader that VBA is the fixed-target proton accelerator with the accepted energy of 20 TeV. 

Its circumference is 75 km. The typical hadron beam at this accelerator is about 3 km long. 

Due to the huge center-of-mass y-factor the experimental set-ups will have '~ne-dimensional" 

geometry: 1 km is needed typically in the forward direction, and only 1 m laterally. The 

angle of diffraction scattering will be as small as 10 microradians (1 em over 1 km); 90° in 

the center of mass corresponds to 10 mrad in the laboratory. 

For designing the VBA experiments the numerical information is needed, as an input: 

beam intensity, spatial resolution in detectors, field in magnets, etc. We adopted that in 
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1999 the following characteristics could be achieved: 

12 - external proton beam average intensity will be 3_10 per sec for a 10 sec spill (this 

14corresponds to the limit of 3-10 protons per pulse, given in Section III of this Workshop); 

- spatial r~solution in charged particle detectors will be 20 micron regularly and even 

5� micron in special cases (see Section VIII); 

- magnetic field in the standard spectrometric magnets will be 8 to 

2. EXAMPLES OF HADRONIC EXPERIMENTS 

We will consider first the "classical" experiments which are to 

ton accelerator, entering a new energy domain: total cross-sections, 

ling in particle production, search for new particles, etc. 

2.1 Elastic Scattering 

± ± 

10� Tesla. 

be performed at any pro-

elastic scattering, sca

-
Let us start with the elastic scattering of rr, K , P and p. Although pp and pp elastic 

scattering will have been studied at even higher center-of-mass energy Vs by this time, using -
colliders, still it will be of interest to see the energy variation for rr±p and K±p elastic 

scattering and how it relates to the rise in the total cross-sections. Further, all six par -ticles can be scattered off the neutron in a liquid deuterium target, and with the vary high 

luminosity pp elastic scattering can be followed down many decades. 

The first step is to form. a secondary beam and to identify the beam particles. As was 

shown in last year's study1), such beams are straightforward, typically scaling in length 

with momentum p as Vp. up/p-l0-5 (:1:200 MeV/c at p c 20 TeV/c) is easily achieved. 

Using three synchrotron-radiation detectors (Ar, Xe and NaI) sensitive to X-rays of dif

ferent energies, Willis found 1) that rr!K/p separation could be achieved over the range 3 to 

50 TeV (see also Sectiop VIII). 

Next we consider a magnetic spectrometer for the forward scattered particle (fig. 1). 

We emphasize that this is not an optimized system, but rather an existence proof that elas

H2~	 --...,.-g:---Tl~ ----~rr;t: tKt 'f� __ r~--J!'1._ 

---4+-~20.:....P~T-eV:O-L---·_......f~-l~_ 8Tx40m 

o� 200 LOO 600m 

Fig.� 1. A typical spectrometer for the study of the elastic scattering at 20 TeV. H2 is a 
liquid hydrogen target. B is 40 meter long 8 Tesla superconducting magnet. Here as 
well as in the next figures, we denote the high-accuracy track detectors by MWC 
(''Multi-wire-chamber "-type) • 
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tic scattering is relatively easy to measure at these energies. If we take ax c ±20 micron 

resolution for the chambers measuring the coordinates, then 

2ax 2x20 micron 
af) c aa eTc 200 meter c to.2 microrad. (1) 

This gives ap = ±4 MeV/c at p c 20 TeV/c. Multiple scattering in a 30 cm liquid hydrogen 
T 

target gives ±3 MeV/c, so that the total PT-resolution is 

apT c ±5 MeV/c, (2) 

good enough even for the Coulomb region (PT~ 50 MeV/c). With the magnet aperture of 5 em 

the acceptance is !1() c 0.2 mrad, !1PT = 4 GeV/c at 20 TeV/c. 

Assuming a 40 m bend of 8T (magnet B in fig. 1), the bend angle at 20 TeVlc is a c 

a:: 5 mrad, and ap Ip a:: aa/a 0.2 microrad/5 mrad, so 

(3) 

While this is not enough to isolate elastic scattering by itself, the resolution is compa

rable to that in a background-free FNAL experiment which also looked at the recoil proton. 

Since the recoil kinematics are quite similar at different energies, the experiment 

here will look much like the two-arm elastic experiments at present energies. In particular, 

any pion produced must carry away less than a few ap of energy, say E"~ GeV in laboratory 

system, and simply measuring the recoil direction will give strong discrimination against 

the inelastic reactions. 

Special care must be taken to detect the recoil in the Coulomb-interference region. A 

gas target such as used in recent Serpukhov, CERN and FNAL experiments should be adequate. 

Elastic scattering of the neutron will require a neutron detector with good spatial 

and energy resolution (Hodoscope hadron calorimeters, see Section VIII). 

For hyperon elastic scattering one ~ight make the forward magnetic spectrometer shor

ter, especially at lower energy. As shown below (§5), a rather clean ~- beam can be aChieved 

with momenta above 15 TeV/c. This beam has a decay path of 600 m, and even with the long 

spectrometer of fig. 1 about one third of the ~ would survive. 

2.2 Total cross-sections 

The nature of the rise of hadron total cross-sections, which first manifested itself 

in the "Serpukhov effect", has no theoretical explanations until now. So, it is important 

to study how are the total cross-sections rising with energy for hadrons with different 

quark structure. To answer this question precise measurements at VBA are needed. 

This is again a simple extrapolation of experiments at present energies. One could use 

the standard transmission counter technique or the elastic scattering spectrometer(fig. 1), 
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centered at 0 = 0, although its precision is far more than required. A 2-meter long liquid

hydrogen target would give an attenuation of the beam by a factor of 0.7 for a 40 mb total 

cross-section and multiple scattering would give a transverse momentum kick of tl0 MeV/c to 

the beam. 

To allow the extrapolation to 0 =0 one could use fast matrix logic with the beam 

spectrometer wire chambers to record events having small angle scatters (PT = 60 to 300 MeV/c, 

It I =0.004 to 0.1 (GeV/c)2). The magnetic bend in the spectrometer could be utilized to li

mit this extrapolation to elastic and near-elastic scatters. 

The accuracy in total cross-section determination as high as 0.2% can be achieved with

out problems. This is an order of magnitude better than with pp and pp-colliders. 

A deuterium target would also be used in order to measure total cross-sections on neut

rons. Similar information from heavier targets would have physics interest in this energy re

gion (rising cross-sections) and would give also the "engineering" information required to 

determine absorptive corrections in other hadronic experiments. 

Again, total cross-sections for hyperons could be easily measured with a shorter 

apparatus. 

2.3 Inclusive reactions 

It would be very interesting to check the scaling in the inclusive particle production 

processes using various secondary beams. According to the field-theoretical approach a brea

king of the cross-section scaling is expected for the central (pionization) region. Also, 

there are some cosmic-ray indications of scaling violation above 10 TeV even in the fragmen

tation region, Feynman x> 0.2. 

The study of th~ inclusive x-distributions at large x for various combinations of beam 

and target particles will show also how the quark-counting rules «l-x)n) are fulfilled at 

very high energies. 

Reactions of the sort 

17 +p-+17 + ( 4) 

at large x could be easily studied with a simple set-up like in fig. 1. Although one could 

identify 17- in the spectromete~ with the synchrotron radiation, other processes such as 

17 + P -+ K- + (5) 

with a fast K- will have much lower cross-sections and will not present much background to 

the first reaction. 

Exchange reactions, such as (5), will be much more difficult to see due to the back

ground from (4), and further studies of synchrotron-radiation particle identification are 

needed. 

-�

-�
-�
-�
-�

-�

-�
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Particles produced at 90° in the center of mass with PT» m will have a laboratory 

angle of 1/Y =10 mrad for a 20 TeV beam. The laboratory momentum would then be Plab~100PT.CM 

Separation of 17 /KIp will be difficult at PT >,,3 GeV/c. 17°, TJ , Ks and A would all give a 

clean signature, however. 

Particles emitted more backward in the center of mass would be easier to identify 

with Cerenkov counters. 

2.4 New particle searches 

The center-of-mass energy for a 20 TeV proton beam incident on a nucleon at rest is 

VB c 0.2 TeV. This is much less than will have been available from pp colliding beams (y,S c 

c 2 TeV at FNAL Tevatron and 6 TeV at UNK, Serpukhov) for some years before 20' TeV VBA ma

chine. However, the fixed-target accelerator will have the advantage of much higher (107 !) 

t<l 37 -2 -1 12 . .luminosity: ~ ~4-10 em sec for 2-10 ~nteract~ng protons per sec. This is five orders 

of magnitude beyond even a pp-collider such as ISABELLE. Thus, VBA could discover very ra

rely produced particles of mass M~100 GeV/c 2 • 

2.4.1 Monopoles 

One could look for these objects as they fly out of an interaction, e.g. by their in

tensive Cerenkov radiation. Alternatively, one could autopsy a beam dump to look for mono

poles deposited over a long period of time. The integrated luminosity achieved over one year 

of running would be eno~ous: 

(6) 

Here one would tune a secondary beam to a "supermomentum" (like in early experiments 

at Serpukhov), say, 24 TeV/c for ordinary, charge~one particles, but only p c 8 TeV/c for 

q c 1/3 quarks. This would correspond to x 0.4 for light quarks and X:l: 0 for M c 80 GeV/c 2 

quarks. With a negative beam one could go to somewhat lower momenta before being overwhelmed 

by 17- and ~. 

2.4.3 Heavy penetrating particles 

One could form a beam out of the forward particles coming from a beam dump. For example, 

particles prodUced at rest in the center of mass would have Y c 100, and the laboratory mo
2 

mentum of a M ~ 30 GeV/c object would be p c 3 TeV/c. The thickness of the beam dump would 

be adjusted to keep the flux tO~106 particles/sec, so that background could be kept to a 

low level. Then Cerenkov counters could be used to reject muons and to measure the masses 

of these particles (y c 100 is easy for ~as differential Cerenkov counters). 
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B¥ keeping the beam dump reasonably thin, the experiment would be sensitive to partic

les with absorption cross-section as large as a few millibarns. For example, a 5 m iron dump� 

would be 25(35) absorption lengths for pions (protons), but only 2.5 absorption lengths for� 

particles with 1 mb/nucleon absorption cross-section. This would give a factor-of-ten loss� 

of such particles. The multiple scattering in 5 meters of iron gives up c ±350 MeV/c, less� 
T� 

than might be expected from the production mechanism.� 

2.4.4 Heavy long-lived particles 

This is similar to the last two searches, except that now one wants to be sensitive� 

to strongly interacting particles of charge q ±1. Again a secondary beam, is formed, and� 

Cerenkov counters are set to give sensitivity in the region y ~103. Special emphasis is� 

given to y~100 to pick up particles produced near rest in the center of mass. One would� 

then sweep out the mass range by running for few days at each of several momenta.� 

±For total beam flux of lOG/sec (mainly " and protons) this would give an upper li

mit of one heavy particle per lOll light ones. With a beam of 1 km length and a life-time� 

of 10-8 sec, only 5% of the y c 100 particles would survive. The short-lived particle beam� 

of length 100 m, described below in §5, would push the life-time limit to 10-9 sec for� 

heavy particles, produced with x~O, and to correspondingly shorter life-times for lighter� 

particles with higher y.� 

3. HADRONIC PRODUCTION OF NEW FLAVOURS 

Secondaries are produced with high-energy stationary-target accelerator with much� 

larger y-factor, and their decay vertex can be separated from production point much easier� 

than for colliding beam machines. This enables us to obtain a nearly background-free sample� -
of decays of particles, providing their life-time is r ~ 1014 sec, just the case of hadrons� 

with new flavours (charm, beauty •.• ).� 

3.1 Decay properties and production dynamics 

One might expect beauty-hadrons to decay with r c 10-14_10- 13 sec. This corresponds� 

to the average decay length of 1 to 10 cm for a 10 TeV particle with the mass of M c 5 GeV/c2� 

(table 1).� 

For hadrons,containing top-quark (if it eXists),the estimation of is less reliable.� 

However, even if they decay rapidly (r< 10-14 sec), top-hadrons may be recognized since� 

their decay products contain quite often beauty-hadrons (t -+ b -+ ••• is the main decay chan

nel). The observation of a beauty-hadron decay vertex would enhance the signal-to-background� 

ratio for parent top-hadrons.� 
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The recent data on charmed hadron production at the ISR energies indicate that the 

central production contributes to this process less than expected. Other mechanisms giving 

particles in the fragmentation region seem to be important. Similar situation might be ex

pected for b- and t-hadron production. In order to understand the production dynamics, ex

perimental data on new flavour hadron distributions and flavour-antiflavour correlations 

are needed. 

Table 1 

Hadroproduction of 10 TeV particles, containing c,b,t quarks 

Mass of Life-time Decay length Production cross-
Quark tarticle [sec] [cm] section� 

Gev/c 2] [microbarn]� 

c 2 3.10-13 45 200 

5 10- 13 6 10� 
b� 

5 10- 14 0.6 10� 

t 16 « 10- 14 « 0.2 1 

At the ISR energies, Vs -50 GeV, recent experiments suggest that charmed hadrons are 

produced with a cross-section of the order of 0.1-0.2 millibarn. Taking into account the 

mass difference of c- and b-quarks one can estimate the production cross-section for the 

b-hadrons at 20 TeV as -10 microbarn. With the beam of 5 0 10 5 protons one b-hadron would be 

produced in a target 0.01 absorption length thick. 

Due to the strong angular collimation of secondaries, produced at a stationary target, 

the geometrical acceptance of a vertex detector is close to 100%. Of course, not all decay 

modes are equally easily observed. The reduction factor of 0.1-0.01 has to be taken into 

account. 

3.2 Experimental possibilities 

Existing detectors such as high-resolution bubble and streamer chambers and high-prea

sure drift chambers enable us to see the decay vertex of charmed particle. Scaling up the 

length of these detectors with the energy of the investigated particles (fig. 2) we keep 

constant the possibility to separate the production and decay vertices (both the decay 

length and the error of vertex determination, in the beam direction, are'" E). 

Beauty-hadrons are expected to be heavier than charmed particles. One would then ex

pect that the lower limit of the life-time at which the. decay point can be distinguished 

from the production vertex will be larger for beauty-hadrons(the decay length is -11M). 
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TARGET 

20 leV 

Fig. 2.� The scheme of the new-flavour production experiment. Note the scaling: t-E, Sa-liE,� 
Sb c eSa c const.� 

However, the precision of the localization of the decay vertex increases with M. As� 

a consequence the lower limit of the life-time of beauty-hadrons at which we can distin

guish a decay vertex will be about the same as that for charmed hadrons.� 

One might expect that eventual progress in the detector technique will lower the pre�

sent limits of the accessible decays to ~ 10-14 sec at the VBA time (5 micron accuracy in de

tectors� defining the vertex). -
Finally, let us consider the experiments, which are not scaled, but which are beco

ming possible only above 10 TeV, where the decay lengths are 1 meter. The scheme of such� 

an experiment is shown on fig. 3. The intense ~-beam (§5) is directed onto the tungsten� 

target-dump, -15 meter thick. The target serves as a strong absorber for ordinary hadrons 

(-15 abs. lengths). As for the new-flavour hadrons, some of them have much smaller absorp

tion cross-section, qabs~ 10 mb. The typical examples are F-meson, with (cs) quark structu�

re, and (csd)O-baryon (which could be recognized via its characteristic decay into S+... )� 
As the result of different absorption the secondary flux could be strongly enriched by new-�

flavour� particles. 

4. MOON� PAIR PRODUCTION 

There are several important reasons for studying lepton pair production up to the� 

highest possible masses, using the fixed-target accelerators.� 

OClbS r- r [CSl-meson ?m~ 
16T"V.� 106/sec-~~__~: 

BO[csd]-~aryon 12mb10-:-15 Aa!lsf1.5 m of W) 

L 2 +... 
Fig. 3. The scheme of the enrichment of new-flavour flux using the difference in the absorp

tion (see text). 

-�
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4.1 structure functions and QCD 

It is fairly well established that lepton pair production, for values of M/VS~0.05, 

proceeds through quark-antiquark annihilation. Thus the cross-section reflects the quark 

distribution functions of the interacting hadrons. In nucleon-nucleon interactions lepton

pair production provides a measurement of the sea quark distribution in the nucleon. For 

unstable, or rare particles like ", K, p,I it provides practically the only way to measure 

the energy distribution of the constituents. 

Many of these structure functions have, or will have been measured with lower energy 

machines. One of the important contributions of VBA is the measurement of structure func

tions at far higher Q2(M2) values. 

QCD predicts how these functions should evolve with Q2. The new measurements will test 

these predictions. One striking result would be a departure from the QCD-behaviour at high 

Q2 if the theory were incorrect or if, for example, the quarks had a substructure. The pair 

of 100 GeV mass probes distances of 

La:= 2.10- 16 cm. (7) 

Lepton pair production at large PT is thought to be due to QCD processes rather than 

the electromagnetic annihilation of on-shell quarks as at low PT. Thus high-PT pair produc

tion can be used to isolate these effects. The kinematically available PT range at a 20 TeV 

machine is expanded by factor 7 compared to existing fixed-target accelerators. 

4.2 Heavy qq bound states 

The cc and bb bound states have both been discovered in lepton-pair production. At 

least one more new quark is expected and its mass appears to lie above the current generation 

of e+e- machines. Still other quarks may well exist. 

In searching for new flavour bound states, pair production experiments offer a broad 

mass acceptance, high resolution and very high luminosity. For example, a lepton pair expe

riment using 1012 interacting protons per second from VBA sees an effective luminosity of 

2.1037 cm-2sec-1, 105 higher than that of ISABELLE-~ike pp-colliders. 

4.3 Weak-electromagnetic interference 

As is shown below, lepton pair experiment with 20 TeV machine would see a very strong 

intermediate ZO-boson signal as well as a large event rate from the nearby mass continuum. 

Substantial interference effects are expected between the resonance and the continuum. 

This interference manifests itself as an asymmetry between the p.+ and p.- momentum dist

ributions. The effect is large at muon pair masses Mp.p. ~ 40 Ge~/c2, the asymmetry is expec

ted to be higher than 50%. The study of this phenomenon would prOVide measurements of the 
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quark-ZO coupling constants. 

4.4 Cross-sections and event rates 

Lepton pair production studies at the existing machines have found that the production 

cross-section by protons scales with incident energy as 
3 

du /dMp.p. c: f(r )/Mp.p. (8) 

where r .. 1I~p. Is. present data2) is well described by 

f (r) 10: 8.10-33 expf-r /0.035) cm2oey2 • (9) 

We used these relations to obtain the cross-section (fig. 4) for 0.4 TeY (SPS), 3 TeY 

(UNK) and 20 TeY (VBA) stationary-target machines. Also shown is the cross-section for pp

collider of 0.4+0.4 TeY (ISABELLE). 

The cross-section of 20 TeY protons is lower compared to an ISABELLE-like machine.But 

it is much more than compensated by the higher luminosity (105) out to masses over 100 GeV/c~ 

In fig. 4 we introduced this luminosity factor in the cross-section in order to compare di

rectly the counting rates of VBA and ISABELLE. 

A unique feature of the fixed-target accelerator is the ability to produce high-ener

gy secondary beams. Pions are especially interesting for lepton pair production since they 

carry a fast valence antiquark. A pion beam of 7.5 TeY/c with >1010 pions/sec can be produ

ced with VBA proton beam. The expected muon pair production cross-section for these pions 

is shown in fig. 4. It is an application of the fit to the present data of 

du /dMp.p. 3.5.10-32 exp(-r /0.066)/M;p. cm2 Gey2. (10)IC 

Again we introduced a factor of 10-3 to compensate for the difference in the luminosities. 

In the Salam-Weinberg theory the ZO has a mass of ~90 GaV and a partial width to muon 

pairs-80 lIey3). The production cross-section times muon-pair branching ratio (~) is ex

pected to be -2·10
3 

times larger than the continuum cross-section per GeY, at the same mass 

(fig. 4). 

The asymmetry between the p. + and p. momentum spectra, 

A- u(p_>p+) -u(p_<p+) 

- u(p > P ) + u(p < P ) (11) 
- + - + 

which 1s the result of the weak-electromagnetic interference, is shown on fig. 5. It was cal

culated by J.Rutherfoord using papers4,5). Here p_(p+) is p.-(p.~ momentum. As it is seen from 

the figure, the event rate in the mass region of Mp.p.~50 GeV/c2 , where the aSYmmetry (11) 

has a maximum value,is large enough to study the interference. 

4.5 Experimental set-up 

Fig. 6 shows a possible detector for high sensitivity muon-pair studies. It is model

led after the CFSW-detector of E-605, FNAL. The beam is targeted at the upstream end of 30 m 
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Fig. 4. Muon-pair production cross-sections and event rates. 
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0.4� 
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-O.B 
Fig. 5. The asymmetry between muon spectra (11) due to the weak-electromagnetic interference. 

long conventional dipole Bl. A cooled dump is located in the forward direction to absorb the 

non-interacting beam; 25 meter long dump should be adequate to reduce the secondary parti·cle 

flux to a tolerable level. The magnetic field of B1 and B2 magnets further reduces charged 

particle background. Beryllium can be added to the acceptance regions of the magnet to help 

further. 

Magnet B2 is a superconducting dipole, 30 meter long, with a field up to 5 T. The pur

pose of B} and B2 is to bend parallel the muon pairs in the mass range of interest. 

The pairs are detected downstream in the spectrometer built around d1pole B3 • This is 

taken as a conventional magnet with 1.8 T field. The detector planes (YWC) before and after 

B3 are taken to have moderate (in the scale of 1999),100 micron resolution. This should 

lead to a mass resolution of 

~M 1M=: 1% • 
/l/l /l/l 

At the downstream end of the detector there are some iron shields each 1-2 meter thick, for 

final muon tagging. 

The above detector would provide the counting rate of -100 muon pairs per GeV per 

month at M/l/l -}OO GeV/c 2 , produced by 20 TeV protons (fig. 4) while 106 ZO "'/l+/l- events could 

be collected in a one-year experiment. 

4.6 Muon-pair production by hyperons 

Pion and kaon beams of 106/sec have been used successfully to study the quark distri

butions within these hadrons. At VBA a I- beam of such an intensity will be available (see 
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Fig. 6. The set-up for muon-pair production experiment. 

§5), so a similar study could be envisaged for this hyperon. 

Muon pairs from I,:'nucleon interactions would be produced by ss and dd annihilation for 

x of the I. - quark beyond the sea region. A measurement of d2 
U /dM f.L f.L dx leads to the deter

6mination of the quark distribution ). We note that in this case the sand d quark distribu

tions are not separated. 

For the experiment with aI. beam a large acceptance spectrometer could be used similar 

to that in fig. 6, but somewhat shorter. 

5. HIGH-PT SCATTERING 

The hard-scattering models predict that at energies of 20 TeV the high-PT hadron scat

tering (PT ~ 10 GaV/c) will be governed by the asymptotic QCD.The inclusive production of 

jets, hadrons or single photons at 90° in the center of mass should follow p~4 dependence: 

3 
d U 1 2PT

E - (A + B-+ C+ ••• ) _ - F (x =-). ( 12) 
dp3 p4 T Vi 

T 

Jet production at high PT can be used as one of the most direct tests of QCD predic

tions since the quark and gluon fragmentation functions, which are inputs for QCD calcula

tions, are bypassed. ~ observing jet-jet correlations one should be able to measure the 

quark transverse momentum distribution in hadrons. 

At presently available energies jets are difficult to obse~ve, but in the VBA experi

ments the jet selection should not be a problem. This type of physics will be covered partly 

by colliders, but only for pp and pp cases, not for other particles, and in a limited PT range 
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(105-107 difference in luminosities). 

5.2 Production of hadrons at large PT 

High-PT hadron production becomes the direct QCD test at VBA since constituent inter

change contributions (PT-n in CIH, n c 6,8,12) which are important at present energies,should 

die out at 20 TeV, PT~10 GeV/c. Thus, one is left with only low-order QCD diagrams of quark-

quark and gluon-quark scatterings. Using the data from high-PT jet production one can iso

late quark (and gluon) fragmentation functions. For QCD-test the ratios of cross-sections 

obtained with different beam and target particles (A and B) or different final states (C) 

should be even more reliable since any scaling violations, if present, tend to cancel in 

ratios. 

5.3 Direct high-PT photons 

Direct photon production at high PT is especially interesting since the photon has a 

point-like coupling to a quark. Photon can thus participate directly in the gluon-quark scat

tering 

gq .. yq , (13) 

or� in the 'bremsstrahlung" process 

gq .... gqy, (14) 

both giVingp~4 dependence. Reaction (13) has a unique signature. It has a high-PT direct 

photon unaccompanied by hadrons as it is usually the case for high-PT "0 production. The 

direct photon nearly always has a quark jet on the opposite side,not a gluon jet. Thus,trig

gering on single high-PT photons one can study the features of accompanying quark jet. 

5.4� Cross-sections and rates 

As an example we give in fig. 7 the invariant cross-sections for two inclusive high-PT 

reactions� of (12)-type:direct-photon production 

"+ +p .... y + ••• (15)
dir 

and pion production 

"+ + P .... "0 + ••• (16) 

both at 90° in the center of mass. These are the QCD predictions7). The jet production cross

sections are typically 103 times higher. 

The event rate shown on fig. 7 was estimated for luminosity t c 3· 1037 em-2/day (109 

incident"+ per accelerator cycle, 5 meter long liquid-hydrogen target). One sees that PT 

values as high as 50 GeV/c are accessible at VBA. 

5.5- Experimental set-up 

Fig. 8 shows a possible realization of a high-PT scattering experiment. The general 

features of the experiment are the following. 
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Fig. 7. Single y and "0 production cross-sections at high PT. 

For high-PT events the particle multiplicities in jets are typically 10, the angular 

size of the jet being 0.1-0.5 mrad. A typical laboratory energy for high PT, say 30 GeV/c, 

Cis 30 GeV x (Y C 100) 3 TeV. 
eM 

To keep the geometrical event pattern (to disentangle jets) one should abandon magne

tic fields. Individual charged particle identification is not possible, as a rule, although 

one might identify "0, Ks, A, Y through their decay or using the difference in the electro

magnetic and hadronic shower development in the detector. 

The set-up is basically a combination of hodoscope calorimeters which allow a simulta

neous measurement, with high accuracy, of photon and hadron energies and coordinates (see 

Ref. 8 and Section VIII for detailed description of these detectors). It is preceded by the 

coordinate-measuring detectors (MWC). To avoid the overlap of hadron showers coming from two 

jets (separated by some mrad) the distance from the target to the hodoscope calorimeter 

should be ~ 200 m. 
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Fig. 8.� Experimental set-up for high-PT studies. GAMS is the hodoscope lead-glass gamma

spectrometer with 4x4 cm2 cells. Hadron hodoscope calorimeter is built of IOxlO cm2 
cells. 

High-PT triggers of different kinds could be easily arranged by applying a selection 

on the radial moment of the cell pUlse-heights (see CERN proposal P-IIO). 

6. EXPERIMENTS WIn! HYPERONS 

As in the existing hyperon beams a point-parallel short-lived particle beam could be 

realized at VBA,but in much better conditions.The mean decay length of a 15 TeV I- is 600 m, 

it is 300 m for n- ,so a lot of space is available.But to be powerful for a search for short-

lived particles also (say, with r ~ 10-11 sec), the length of this magnetic channel must be 

kept as short as possible. 

6.1 The beam channel 

The VBA hyperon beam could be scaled from existing beams. Fig. 9 shows the scheme of 

hyperon beam produced with 20 TeV protons (Ii n lC 10-8 ster., lip/p :::::10~, beam spot size at 

target 2:::::6 mm). When one goes from 200 GaV to 20 TeV, the length of the shielding against 

hadron cascades changes as - enE, from 10 m to 20 m only. 
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For protection against the '~irect view" of the target 1 ~PT c 0.8 Gav/c is needed. 

Thus, bending power of the channel 0b is defined by 

~PT lC 0b X 20 TeV/c, 01t::: 4 mrad. (17) 

With this bending the hyperon momentum resolution ~p/p =10~ could be achieved-when the sepa

ration between coordinate-measuring detectors (MWC in front of target 2 in fig. 8) is .50 m. 

The necessary secondary beam - primary proton spatial separation (d) defines the distan

ce (f) between the target 1 and the shielding in B2 : 

2
d [mm] c 0.05f [m2 ) ( 18) 

For negative hyperons at 200 GaV d c 7 rom was enough. This leads to e c 12 m at 20 TeV. 

For a positive beam the separation from primary protons was achieved mostly by produ

cing secondaries with PT>0.6 GeV/c. Very little separation can be reached this way at 20 TeV 

unless e is increased up to 100 m. If one limits the energy of the positive beam to about 

8 TeV the separation could be achieved for e lC 12 m from the magnetic deflection alone. 

The muon background from " and K decays N~ scales as 

N~ -tiE. (19) 

At 20 TeV it is expected to be an order of magnitude lower than at 200 GeV ( e • 1.5 m at 

200 GaVand 12 m at 20 TeV). 

6.2 Fluxes of hyperons and other particles 

The fluxes of various particles have been computed by scaling the results from the 

CERN SPS beam9) with the measured x-dependence. Fig. 10 shows relative yields of negative 

particles. Also given are the incoming proton intensities needed for 106 beam particles at 

various x values. 

The importance of designing a beam Which can transport negative particles up to the 

p� 

20 TeV� 

TARGET 1 

o 20 1.0 60 80 100 120 1LOm 

Fig. 9. The scheme of VBA hyperon beam. B .and B2 are 12 m "normal" magnets with 8 c1 b 
c 0.6 mrad each. B3. B4 are 12 m superconductive magnets, 8b c 1.4 mrad, Ql' Q2 are 
12 m quadrupoles. 
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kinematical limit is obvious.from fig. 10. 90~ -pure ~- beam with ~ 106 per sec intensity -
'1" 3 1011. 20 TV·can be obtained at 18 TeV ut1 1z1ng· pr1mary e protons per sec. 

Other hyperons could also be produced with reasonable intensities (-106~+/sec, 

-105 e~sec, NI04 n- Isec, etc.), but there is a huge problem in their identification in 

the beam (see Ref. 1 and Section VIII of this Workshop). 

6.3� Some possible experiments 

Many experiments could be performed with the intense and pure 18 TeV ~- beam. Some of 

them have been discussed above already (elastic scattering, total cross-section, muon pair 
production). Other interesting applications of hyperon beam are the following. 

6.3.1� Diffractive production of new flavour strange baryons 

The ~- contain$ already a fast strange quark. To build a strange baryon containing c, 

b or t quarks only one extra unusual quark is needed. This is an important advantage for the 

production of these states. The cross-section for the production of charmed strange barions 

by ~- is expected to be - 0.1 mbarn. 

6 
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Fig. 10. Fluxes of negative particles in the VBA hyperon beam. 
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The decay products would include A, charged kaons and should be measured by a spectro

meter with particle identification. (See also ~--dump experiment, §3). 

6.3.2 ~ scattering on electrons 

For 18 TeV ~- scattering on electrons the kinematical limit corresponds to Q2c18 GeV2 • 

This is another way to measure various combinations of quark distributions in the ~-which 

may be combined with muon-pair production information (§4) to obtain more specific informa

tion on the structure functions. 

6.3.3 0- scattering 

Should a particle identification scheme be realized in the hyperon beam at a level of 

10-4 or better one might perform a number of experiments with O-s , studying elastic scat

tering, total cross-sections, diffractive particle production, etc. 

6.3.4 Search for short-lived particles 

The beam could be used in the experiments searching for new short-lived particles, with 

life-time r ~ 10-11 sec. For the decay loss of 103 the limit obtained for the life-time in 

15 TeV beam would be 

(20) 

7. EXPERIMENTS WITH PHOTON BEAMS 

7 • 1 Photon beam 

A typical high-intensity, high-purity VBA photon beam is shown on fig. 11. It is sca

led from the eXisting 400 GeV machine beams. Simpler solutions are possible, if the back

ground of neutral hadrons can be tolerated, although this is usually not the case for a so

mewhat sophisticated experiment. 

The four magnets, B2-B5' for bendi~g the electrons around the beam-dump, are 2Tx4 m 

each in the SPS case. The radiation energy losses in the magnets are given by 

~E/E .. 3·JO-13 B2LplM2 
(21) 

where B is in Teslas, p is in GaV/c, magnet-length L is in meters and,particle mass M is in 

GeV/c 2 . Scaling such a beam to a 10 TeV photon beam at VBA, one might want to keep the same 

acceptance and momentum resolution and consequently scale the drift-spaces and the L both 

like yp, keeping B constant. The radiation losses of electrons will prevent this, ~E/E be

coming >1. Fixing ~E/E« 1 one could instead scale the drift-space and L like p, and B 

like lip. 

The radiation losses of the electrons might allow a simpler method of producing a pure 

electron (and then photon) beam. The sweeping magnet in the incident momentum-analysed·beam 
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o 2 3 I. 5 km 
Fig. 11. High-purity, high-intensity VBA photon beam. B2-B4 are 0.1 T magnets, 200 m long 

each. 

(fig. 12) can be chosen to give ~E/E c 0.1, for instance. Then the electrons become separa

ted in space from the other negative beam particles, the radiation losses of which are negli

glble (2]). 

In conclusion, no fundamental problems are foreseen, provided one bends the electrons 

gently. The photon beam will become at VBA some kIn's long. The same conclusion will hold for 

the tagging system. -
7.2 Fixed-target machine versus ep-collider 

Colliders of electrons on protons are being actively studied now. They might be built -
well before a 20 TeV fixed-target accelerator. An example is 20 GeV e on 270 GeV protonsl0~ 

with luminosity 1032 cm-2sec 1 , giving vB c 150 GeV. Such a machine is a source of virtual 

photons with ~max c 12 TeV.This latter figure is similar in energy with VBA photon beam. 

One could envisage a tagging system on the collider, selecting low-Q2 photons, thus -simulating real photon beam. For reasonable assumption about the geography of the colliding-

beam experiment a minimum tagging angle of 10 mrad might be realistic, resulting in ~in= 

cO.l GeV2 and a luminosity f (y p) =0.01 f(ep) = 1030 cm-2sec 1• This is an order of magni

tude of the luminosity of the VBA photon beam traversing a 1 m hydrogen target. 

Almost real photons from the above ep-collider will have a laboratory energy in the 

10 GeV region, three orders of magnitude lower than at VBA. The fragmentation regions of the 

-10 leV 
10 leV 

e-, 9 leV 
Fig. 12. Scheme of pure e beam (for photon beam) realization using the radiation losses. 
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photons will thus look very different, in energies and in angles, of the two machines. 

In a study on ep colliders a number of experiments with low _Q2 photons have been shown 

to be qUite feasible10): yp total cross-sections, elastic Compton scattering, diffractive 

production of vector mesons, deep-~nelastic Compton scattering, QCD Compton scattering,QCD 

Bathe-Heitler and Drell-Yan dimuon production. 

7.3. Experiments with the VBA photon beam 

The future will tell, whether the competition of an ep-collider will be as fierce as 

its proponents would make us believe. One might still want to implement at VBA some of the 

experiments mentioned above, or still have not been done, perhaps because the ep-coillder 

experiments are more difficult to perform than is expected now. 

For some types of experiments (few) a high-energy photon beam of VBA might have unique 

features, not to be found at ep-colliders. We mention two of them. 

The photoproduction of relatively long-lived particles, containing c, b, t or other 

heavy quarks, could be studied with the VBA photon beam. A 10 TeV/c particle of 5 GeV/c2 

mass and 10-]4 sec life-time has a decay distance of 6 rom. Such a unique signature could be 

made visible in a streamer chamber or other precise vertex detectors. One might give prefe

rence to a photon beam over a charged particle beam because of its much higher efficiency 

in producing particles containing heavy quarks. 

The dependence on atomic number of photon-initiated processes could be studied with 

the VBA photon beam. This will give the information on the space-time development of final 

states. 

8. CONCLUSION 

In the study above we have analysed some dir~ctions of the investigations at the 

20 TeV VBA. We attempted, by the examples of some real experiments, to make it clear what 

limitations and what new possibilities arise with this jump in energy of a factor of 50 com

pared with the existing fixed-target proton accelerators. 

We have seen that many hadronic experiments in the range of 20 TeV are obvious extra

polations of the present-day experiments and present no special difficulties. As a rule they 

require less expenditure (compared with the accelerator cost) than at today accelerators. 

The accelerator with a fixed target has the unique feature of providing a rich variety 

of secondary high-energy particle beams, such as 1T±, K±, KO , p, p, n, ii, }:,-, y •.. (as well 

as v and ~ ). In addition to the beam species, target particles can also be varied (p,n,A). 

Therefore at VBA one can carry out the investigations of, particle interactions in which the 

possibilities to vary the quark structure of the colliding particles are very wide. This can
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not be realized with colliders. 

Another important feature of the experiments at VBA is connected with the use of the 

advantages of ultra-relativistic kinematics. Owing to tremendous y-factors the decay lengths 

become much stretched. The production, interaction and decay processes of short-lived partic

les such as charmed particles, beautiful particles, ~tc., can be more easily measured. The 

experiments on hyperon beams as well as the search for new particles seem to be especially 

attractive. 

The main reason for our striving for higher energies is the wish to '~ouch" deeper the 

structure of interacting particles and their constituents. If we try to characterize the 

20 TeV fixed-target VBA by the value for the energy available in the center of mass ( vr:s 
~ 0.2 TeV), then it is certainly inferior to the colliders of the near decade (pp -ISABELLE, 

0.8 TeV; pp - CERN, 0.54 TeV; and also pp - Tevatron and pp - UNK). 

However, one should bear in mind that "touching" deeper the particle structure in SUCh, 

e.g., classical processes as scattering with large PT or with the production of high masses 

in the final state one finds rapidly decreasing cross-sections. Large YB and high luminosi

ty turn out to be both necessary for the experimental investigations of such processes. 

5 7Having a luminosity 10 -10 times higher than that of pp and pp-colliders, VBA is much 

more powerful for the processes involving masses or transverse momenta up to VB /2 =100 GeV. 

VBA cannot compete with the pp-colliders in the investigations on muon pair production, when 

the masses are bigger than 150 GeV. However, here even with the colliding beams we find our

selves in the area where no measurements can be made because the detection rate is no more 

than one event per month. 

The advantages of the 20 TeV machine and pp-colliders must be compared for particular 

experiments. For instance, VBA provides much higher detection rate for single hadrons with 

large PT or Zos if the mass of the latter ones is 90 GaV. This accelerator is a power

ful "ZO-factory" which produces 106 zO ... Illl decays per year. At the same time the produc

tlon of hadron jets with large PT is to be studied with pp-colliders. In general 20 TeV fi

xed-target VBA and pp or pp-colliders for even higher (in the CM) energies are complementary 

to each other, but not excluding, for hadron experiments. 

VBA provides an excellent photon beam, on which a very interesting program can be rea

lized for 10 TeV range.If high-energy ep-colliders are constructed earlier, they could cover 

the main part of this program (although cautious people may ~ay, that not a single machine 

either for high or for low energies has yet been constructed). 
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The jump to such high energies of hadron and photon beams does not result in great 

changes in the architecture of experiments. Some limitations connected with the difficul

ties in particle identification are quite obvious (at least today). At the same time there 

appear new experimental possibilities connected with the application of calorimeters as 
~ 

basic detectors; with the energy growth they become precise coordinate-energy:-particle 

detectors. 

'" '" * 
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